In this paper, we combine two approaches to handling uncertainty: we use techniques for finding optimal solutions in the expected sense to solve combinatorial optimization problems in an online setting. The problem we address is the scheduling component of the Trading Agent Competition in Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM) problem, a combinatorial optimization problem with inherent uncertainty (see www.sics.se/tac/). This problem is formulated as a stochastic program, and is solved using the sample average approximation (SAA) method in an online setting to find today's optimal schedule, given probabilistic models of the future. This optimization procedure forms the heart of Botticelli, one of the finalists in the TAC SCM 2003 competition.
INTRODUCTION
For many years, researchers in artificial intelligence and operations research have studied difficult problems in combinatorial optimization such as supply chain management, vehicle routing, and airline crew scheduling. The majority of this research has focused on solving deterministic problems; however, in many applications there is inherent uncertainty that is not captured by deterministic models. Moreover, in many optimization settings, stochastic information about the shape of the future is readily available in the form of probabilistic models built from historical data. Recently, computational and technological advances have made it feasible to reason about this stochasticity.
In general, two strategies are adopted when dealing with uncertainty in combinatorial optimization. The first strategy treats problems in an online fashion: algorithms are forced to make decisions in the face of incomplete information and accommodate new information only as it becomes available. Such algorithms typically fall into two categories. The first category includes simple, greedy heuristics for handling new information as it unfolds. The second category includes algorithms for finding optimal solutions given what is known; then, as new information becomes available, the solutions are re-optimized with the new information, respecting any unalterable prior decisions.
The second strategy for dealing with uncertainty in combinatorial optimization focuses on determining ahead of time a solution that is optimal in the expected sense. Stochastic programming is one example of this strategy [4] . At a high level, stochastic programming considers problems in two stages. Decisions must be made in the first stage before pertinent information about the second stage is revealed, but the objectives in the second stage are dependent on the first stage decisions. Given stochastic information available about the second stage outcomes, the goal is to find the first stage decisions that maximize the profits of the first stage plus the expected profits of the second stage.
One computational bottleneck to solving stochastic programs is the calculation of expected profits in the second stage. This calculation typically involves enumerating all possible outcomes of the second stage (also known as scenarios). In many problems there are combinatorially many scenarios, making it prohibitively expensive to calculate the expected profits of the second stage. One common means of approximating this calculation is the so-called expected value method [4] .
Unfortunately, the expected value method ignores large portions of the given stochastic information. It has been shown that using additional stochastic information can improve the quality of solutions in dynamic vehicle routing [2, 3] , packet scheduling [5] , and elevator dispatching [11] . In these sample applications, stochastic information is exploited in widely different ways; however, the unifying theme seen throughout this research is that there are considerable advantages to taking account of stochastic information.
Shapiro, et al. [1, 9, 12] recently proposed an alternative approximation technique called Sample Average Approximation (SAA), which reduces the number of scenarios. They suggest using only a subset of the scenarios, randomly sampled according to the scenario distribution, to represent the full scenario space. An important theoretical justification for this method is that as the sample size increases, the solution converges to an optimal solution in the expected sense. Indeed, the convergence rate is exponentially fast.
In this paper, we combine these two strategies to handling uncertainty: we use techniques for finding optimal solutions in the expected sense to solve combinatorial problems in an online setting. The problem we address is the scheduling component of the Trading Agent Competition in Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM) problem a classic combinatorial optimization problem with uncertainty (see www. sics.se/tac/). We formulate this problem as a stochastic program and we use SAA in an online setting to find today's optimal schedule, given predictive information about the future. This optimization procedure forms the heart of Botticelli, one of the finalists in the TAC SCM 2003 competition.
We describe two sets of experiments, using either one or two days of information about the future. In our two day experiments (using one day of information about the future), we show that SAA outperforms the expected value method, which solves a deterministic variant of the problem assuming all stochastic inputs have deterministic values equal to their expected values. In our three day experiments (using two days of information about the future), we show that SAA with lookahead outperforms greedy SAA. Our approach generalizes to N days of lookahead, and since our problem setting is one of online optimization, the benefits of two day lookahead accrue rapidly. It remains to show that our approach improves the performance of agents in TAC SCM.
TAC SCM
In recent years, the amount of time available for making complex managerial decisions in commercial settings has decreased dramatically [10] . Assuming this trend continues, it will become increasingly more important to develop tools that automate the decision making process. TAC SCM is a simulated market economy in which software agents tackle complex optimization problems in dynamic supply chain management.
In TAC SCM, six software agents compete in a simulated sector of a market economy, specifically the personal computer (PC) manufacturing sector. Each agent can manufacture 16 different types of computers, characterized by different stock keeping units (SKUs). Building each SKU requires a different combination of components, of which there are 10 different types. These components are acquired from a common pool of suppliers at costs that vary as a function of demand. After assembly, each agent can sell its PCs to a common pool of customers by underbidding the other agents. The agents are ranked based on their profits over 220 days, each of which lasts 15 seconds.
The TAC SCM simulation proceeds as follows: Each day, customers send a set of requests for quotes (RFQs) to the agents. Each RFQ contains a SKU, a quantity, a due date, a penalty rate, and a reserve price-the highest price the customer is willing to pay. Each agent sends an offer to each customer for each RFQ, representing the price at which it is willing to satisfy that RFQ.
1 After the customer receives all its offers, it selects the agent with the lowest-priced offer and awards that agent with an order. Either: the winning agent delivers the entire order by its due date, in which case it is paid in full; it delivers the entire order within five days of its due date, in which case it is paid the amount of its offer less a penalty based on the number of late days; or, it cannot deliver the entire order within five days of its due date, in which case the order is canceled, no revenues are accrued, and the maximum penalty is incurred.
In the meantime, the agents themselves are sending RFQs to suppliers, requesting a specific quantity of a component to arrive on a particular day. The suppliers respond to these requests the next day with either partial or full offers, indicating the price per unit at which the RFQ can be satisfied. If an agent receives a partial offer, the supplier cannot deliver the requested quantity of the component on the day on which it was requested, but it can deliver a lesser quantity on that day. Full offers either have a delivery date on the day requested, or a delivery date later than the one requested, in which case they are often accompanied by partial offers. Among these offers, an agent can choose to accept at most one, in which case agent and supplier enter into a contract agreeing that the agent will be charged for the components upon their arrival.
At the end of each day, each agent converts components acquired from suppliers into SKUs according to a production schedule it generates for its finite-capacity, single-machine factory. In addition, it reports a delivery schedule assigning the SKUs in its inventory to customer orders.
Each simulated day represents a decision cycle for an agent, during which time the agents must solve the following four problems: bidding, scheduling, procurement, and allocation.
• The bidding problem determines the offer price for each RFQ.
• The scheduling problem determines the production schedule for each day.
• The procurement problem determines which components to buy from suppliers.
• The allocation problem matches SKUs in inventory to orders.
These four problems are highly interconnected. Indeed, an optimal solution to the scheduling problem yields an optimal solution to the procurement and allocation problems, since revenue maximization and cost minimization, which guide scheduling decisions, depend on how inventory is allocated to orders and on what supplies are procured. Moreover, an optimal solution to the bidding problem yields an optimal solution to the scheduling problem, since bidding decisions depend on manufacturing capacity constraints: too few winning bids lead to missed revenue opportunities, while too many winning bids lead to late penalties.
All of these problems involve decisions that must be made today with only stochastic information about tomorrow. TAC SCM agents face combinatorial, online optimization problems with inherent uncertainty. Due to an artifact in the design of TAC SCM 2003-namely, negligible component prices on day 1, which led to the placement of essentially infinite orders on day 1 for supplies to be delivered throughout the game-our agent, Botticelli, focused on solving only three of these four problems: bidding, scheduling, and allocation. Here, we present our solution to the scheduling (and allocation) problem.
To solve the scheduling problem, an agent must choose a schedule that accounts for outstanding orders, possible orders (among the existing RFQs), future RFQs, outstanding component orders, future component costs, and current component and SKU inventory. Which orders will materialize among the existing RFQs, the shape of future RFQs, possible supplier defaults on outstanding component orders, and future component costs are all stochastic elements of the scheduling problem. The remainder of this paper is concerned with solving simplified yet representative formulations of this scheduling problem.
SIMPLE SCHEDULING
The simple scheduling problem is defined as follows: Given a set of orders, characterized by SKU, quantity, due date, penalty, and price; initial component inventory; a procurement schedule for components on each day; initial product inventory; one machine of finite capacity; the number of production cycles required to produce each product; and product specifications, namely which components comprise which products, find a production schedule that optimizes profit, or revenue less costs. This problem is dubbed simple (relative to the TAC SCM scheduling problem), since revenues and costs are deterministic.
Integer Linear Programming Solution
In this section, we present an integer linear programming (ILP) solution to the simple scheduling problem.
Constants and Variables
Let O denote the set of orders. Each order i ∈ O is characterized by the following information: SKU si, price pi, quantity qi, due date di, penalty ρi, and reserve price ri. Let D denote the maximum due date among all orders and E denote the maximum acceptable overdue date. Let l range over days 1, 2, . . . , D + E ≡ N . Now, ρ il is the penalty incurred if order i is filled on day l. For notational simplicity, we let π il represent the profit for filling order i on day l. The constant π il is formally defined as follows:
Let a k denote the quantity of component k in initial inventory and bj denote the quantity of SKU j in initial inventory. According to the procurement schedule, let a kl denote the quantity of component k to be delivered on day l. Let C denote the capacity of the machine in terms of production cycles, and let cj denote the number of production cycles required to manufacture SKU j. If component k is part of SKU j, then e jk = 1; otherwise, e jk = 0. Similarly, if order i is for SKU j, then fij = 1; otherwise, fij = 0. In addition to these constants, our solution relies on the following variables:
• z il ∈ {0, 1}, which indicates whether or not order i is filled on day l. (For notational simplicity, we allow an order i to be filled on days l > di +E; however, conceptually, orders filled on day di +E +1 are in fact unfilled orders and are treated as such in the formalization.)
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• y jl ∈ Z+, which denotes the amount of SKU j scheduled for production on day l.
Objective Function and Constraints
The simple scheduling problem can be stated as follows:
subject to:
• Equation 1 is the objective function, namely to maximize profits, where the quantity
z il indicates whether or not order i is filled on day l.
• Equation 2 states that an order must be filled exactly once. (Every order is either filled on some day l ≤ di + E, or it is filled on day di + E + 1, meaning it is not filled.)
• Equation 3 states that the total quantity of SKU j associated with all orders filled by day n does not 2 We introduce these variables for ease of exposition of the ILP, but in our implementation
exceed the total inventory produced by day n − 1 plus any initial inventory of SKU j.
• Equation 4 expresses the resource constraints on components: The total quantity of component k used through day n must not exceed the total quantity of component k ordered by day n−1 from all suppliers plus any initial inventory of component k.
• Equation 5 enforces the capacity constraint: The total number of production cycles used to produce all SKU types on day l must not exceed the machine's daily capacity C.
PROBABILISTIC SCHEDULING
The simple scheduling problem is extended to a probabilistic scheduling problem with an additional input. We add a set of RFQs, characterized like orders, but with an additional parameter αi that represents i's likelihood of becoming an order. (For orders i ∈ O, αi = 1.) Implicitly, this formulation of the problem assumes that all likelihoods are independent. In probabilistic scheduling, the objective is to find a production schedule that maximizes expected profit. The following stochastic program (SP) achieves this objective.
Stochastic Programming Solution
Given a set of orders, and a set of RFQs today only a fraction of which will be realized tomorrow, we seek to produce an "optimal" set of SKUs today s.t. tomorrow's profits will be maximized. More specifically, we seek to produce some set of SKUs, trading off production of those SKUs that can be used to fill the most profitable RFQs with those that can be used to fill those RFQs that are most likely to become orders.
Let wi ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether or not order i is filled on day 1, 3 and let vj ∈ Z+ denotes the amount of SKU j scheduled for production on day 1. Let Ωm denote the set of RFQs that are realized in the mth scenario (σm). Now let z ilm ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether or not order i ∈ O or RFQ i ∈ Ωm is filled on day l in scenario m, and let y jlm ∈ Z+ denote the amount of SKU j scheduled for production on day l in scenario m.
3 Note: wi = 0 for all RFQs i.
Stage 2:
• Equation 8 is the objective function, namely to maximize profits, where the quantity
z ilm indicates whether or not order i is filled on day l in scenario Ωm.
• Equation 9 states that orders and RFQs must be filled exactly once. In particular, an order can be filled on day 1, or it can be filled at some later date in the scenarios. An RFQ can only be filled at some later date in the scenarios.
• Equations 10, 11, and 12 pertain to the wi and vj variables: i.e., production and the allocation of inventory to orders on day 1. The total quantity of SKU j allocated to orders on day 1 cannot exceed the initial inventory of SKU j. The total quantity of component k used in production on day 1 cannot exceed the initial inventory of component k. The total number of production cycles used to produce all SKU types on day 1 must not exceed the machine's daily capacity C.
The final set of constraints pertains to production and the allocation of inventory to orders and RFQs on days 2, . . . , N in the various scenarios.
• Equation 15 expresses the resource constraints on inventory. In all scenarios, the total quantity of SKU j associated with all orders filled by day n (either on day 1 or on some later date in the scenarios) cannot exceed the total inventory produced by day n − 1 plus and the initial inventory.
• Equation 16 expresses the resource constraints on components. In all scenarios, the total quantity of component k used through day n cannot exceed the total quantity of component k procured by day n − 1 and any initial inventory.
• Equation 17 enforces the capacity constraint. In all scenarios, the total number of production cycles used to produce all SKU types on day l cannot exceed the machine's daily capacity C.
Lastly, let us the compute the probabilities of the various scenarios σm. Viewing σm as a bit vector, σmi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether or not RFQ i is realized in scenario m. Now, the probability of the mth scenario is given by: Table 1 summarizes the seven ILPs that are featured in our experiments. All ILPs were solved using CPLEX version 7.5, terminating with the first feasible solution. The first three algorithms approximate the SP solution by solving variants of the simple scheduling problem. The expected-value algorithm solves the simple scheduling problem using expected profits and expected quantities. Expected profits are computed by multiplying π il by αi in Equation 1.
APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS
4 Expected quantities are computed by multiplying qi by αi in Equation 3. The expected-profit (respectively, expected-quantity) algorithm solves the simple scheduling problem using only expected profits (respectively, quantities).
The next three algorithms approximate the SP solution using sample average approximation (SAA), whereby they sample a subset of the scenario space according to its distribution, and optimize only with respect to those samples. SAA-greedy samples scenarios only consisting of one day's worth of actual RFQs. This algorithm makes no attempt to reason about future RFQs. SAA-average samples scenarios consisting of N days' worth of RFQs, assuming that all future RFQs look like an average RFQ. SAA-sampling samples scenarios consisting of N days' worth of RFQs; but, SAA-sampling generates sample future RFQs from an RFQ distribution, rather than assume that all future RFQs look like an average RFQ.
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Finally, not-in-time production ignores stochastic information entirely. It only schedules orders-i.e., RFQs that have been realized. As its name suggests, this strategy can often lead to late penalties, since production does not begin until one day after RFQs are received.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The experiments we performed modeled the scheduling problem faced by an agent competing in the TAC SCM game, and similar problems faced by dynamic supply chain management systems. These experiments tested two hypotheses: (i) algorithms that utilize more stochastic information outperform those that do not; and (ii) algorithms that look ahead into the future outperform greedy algorithms.
Each N day trial of our experiments proceeded as follows. On each day, the algorithms received randomly generated RFQs drawn from a distribution similar to that of the TAC SCM game specification. Specifically, 200 RFQs were generated at random, with parameters uniformly distributed in the ranges shown in Table 2 (a). Unlike in TAC SCM, (i) each RFQ was assigned some probability of becoming an order, and (ii) each RFQ was due on the day immediately after it was issued. Given a set of outstanding orders and new RFQs, the algorithms generated schedules and produced inventory. (Note: Based on the above distributions, 100 RFQs were expected to be converted to orders each day. Since each RFQ takes an average of 55 production cycles, the production of all orders requires more than the 2000 cycle capacity granted-the numbers 55 and 2000 are based on the TAC SCM game specification.) The next day after some more of the RFQs became orders, the algorithms allocated (i.e., delivered) product inventory resulting from production on previous days to current orders. Each order that was filled yielded some revenue, orders filled after their due dates also yielded revenue but incurred a penalty, and orders that were not filled at all incurred the maximum penalty of 5 times the RFQ's daily penalty value.
In our experiments, we made the following simplifying assumptions: no initial orders, no initial product inventory, and infinite component inventory. The third simplification, as alluded to earlier, is an artifact of the TAC SCM game design in 2003. These first two simplifications were designed to isolate the effects being tested by avoiding unnecessary complexity. Table 2 (b) describes the metrics computed during each trial that were used to evaluate the approximation algorithms. The first metric, mean profit per order, was the primary measure of an algorithm's performance. Secondly, the percentage of cycles used to fill orders, indicates that percentage of the 2000 available cycles which were used by an algorithm to produce PCs that were actually sold. Perhaps more informatively, the next metric, profit per cycle, measures how well the algorithms filled more profitable, rather than less profitable, orders.
Metrics
The expected value of perfect information is calculated by subtracting the mean profit an algorithm achieved from the maximum possible, which it could have achieved had it had perfect foresight: i.e., if it knew exactly which RFQs would become orders. The maximum possible mean profit was calculated using the ILP described in Section 3 after the fact. The value of stochastic information is the difference between an algorithm's mean profit and that of the Expected Value algorithm. This metric describes how much an algorithm gained or lost by utilizing stochastic information beyond simple expected values.
Two Day Experiments
In the two day experiments, algorithms received one set of RFQs and scheduled one day of production. The resulting product inventory was allocated to orders on the day 2. Any orders that were not filled incurred the maximum late penalty.
These experiments tested the ability of the algorithms to schedule production relying on only stochastic information. After day 1, there was no opportunity for production; thus, there was no opportunity to satisfy any orders that could not be filled from day 1's production.
The metric values described in Table 2 (b) for the two day experiments are shown in Table 3 . In addition, the 95% confidence intervals of each algorithm's mean profit are shown in Algorithm Output Expected-Value (EV) ILP with expected profits and quantities Expected-Profit (EP) ILP with expected profits Expected-Quantity (EQ) ILP with expected quantities SAA-Greedy (SAAG) SP using only current RFQs SAA-Average (SAAA) SP using average future RFQs SAA-Sampling (SAAS) SP using sampled future RFQs Not-in-time Production (NTP) ILP ignoring RFQs Figure 1(a) . 6 Since SAAA and SAAS are identical to SAAG when there is only one day of production; these lookahead algorithms were excluded from the two day experiments. The NTP algorithm does not have a chance to schedule any production at all in these experiments, and was also excluded.
In the two day experiments, SAAG outperformed the other algorithms under all metrics. Figure 1(a) shows with 95% confidence that SAAG was significantly better in terms of mean profit. In second place (in terms of mean profit) was the EV algorithm. Despite selling fewer cycles, the EV algorithm outperformed the EP algorithm in terms of mean profit. These results suggest that the EV algorithm was filling fewer orders, but choosing some of the more profitable ones (as evidenced by the P/C values). The EP algorithm uses a more risky technique when scheduling production, since it attempts to fill every RFQ in its entirety. When it chose to fill an RFQ with a large expected profit and the RFQ did not become an order, at best the products that were made could be given to other less profitable RFQs. The EV algorithm subverts this problem by only producing RFQs in proportion to their likelihood of becoming an order. EQ performed relatively poorly on all computed metrics because it was scheduling production to fill expected quantities of what were sometimes unlikely realizations.
By design, SAAG uses more stochastic information than the other algorithms; therefore, the results from these experiments confirm our hypothesis that using more stochastic information leads to better performance.
Three Day Experiments
In the three day experiments, algorithms received two sets of RFQs and scheduled two days of production. The optimal solution to this scheduling problem in the expected sense is described by the stochastic program in Section 4.1, when the set of scenarios includes all combinations of realizations over both days of RFQs.
More specifically, the three day experiments proceeded as follows: The first set of RFQs, all of which were due on day 2, was received on day 1. The algorithms then scheduled production and built up their product inventory. On day 2, a subset of day 1's RFQs was selected at random to become orders. In addition, a second set of RFQs was received, all of which were due on day 3. The algorithms again scheduled production and built up their product inventory. In addition, any orders due on day 2 that could be filled were shipped, and revenues were recorded. On day 3, a subset of day 2's RFQs was selected at random to become orders. At this point, any outstanding orders due on day 2 that could be filled were shipped, and revenues were recorded, less late penalties; any orders due on day 3 that could be fulfilled were shipped, and revenues were recorded; and, penalties were recorded for any unfilled orders.
The purpose of these experiments was (i) to show that using more stochastic information is at least as useful across multiple days as it was in the 2 day experiment, and (ii) to test the ability of the algorithms that made use of stochastic information to plan for the future given stochastic knowledge about the shape of future RFQs. To an extent, these experiments also tested the ability of the algorithms to recover from possible misuse of stochastic information in the two day experiments; but, such affects would be better un-covered by multiple day experiments.
As shown in Table 6 .1, the stochastic programs outperformed all of the other schedulers in all but one calculated metric. Once again, these results confirm our hypothesis that using more stochastic information leads to better performance. All other results are consistent with results from the two day experiments. Figure 1(b) shows that the stochastic algorithms that rely on forecasts about future RFQs outperformed SAAG. Unlike the greedy algorithm, the algorithms with lookahead use stochastic information about future RFQs to make scheduling decisions. These experiments confirmed our second hypothesis: using more stochastic information about the future also leads to better performance.
The improvement seen was the result of day 1's with lowpriced RFQs. The greedy algorithm was forced to cope with these poor RFQs because it did not utilize any stochastic information about the future. On the other hand, the algorithms with lookahead chose to schedule production that filled predicted future RFQs with higher prices, rather than waste production cycles on RFQs with low prices. SAAS and SAAA perform comparably in these experiments (see Figure 1(b) ) because the RFQs sampled by SAAS were drawn from a uniform distribution, and thus tended to reflect mean RFQs. Given a non-uniform distribution, we conjecture that the sampling algorithm would make better use of stochastic information about future RFQs than an algorithm that relies on only the mean. This paper only considers experiments of 2 and 3 days in duration. In future work, we plan to assess the performance of these algorithms over many days, such as the typical 220 days of the TAC SCM game.
CONCLUSION
The research problems in the Trading Agent Competitions are typically approached using clever heuristics and optimization techniques. With a few notable exceptions [7, 13] , these methods have tended to ignore some of the information that characterizes the uncertainty in the problems. This paper suggests that it is possible to substantially improve the performance of algorithms by incorporating stochastic information about the future. More importantly, this paper shows that the precise methodology for including stochastic information is an important indicator of an algorithm's performance. Indeed, the scheduling decisions determined by a stochastic programming approach that aims to characterize all of the uncertainly outperforms methods that make no use or partial use of uncertainty.
Research on dynamic supply chain management can proceed in a number of future directions. By itself, the probabilistic scheduling approach makes worthwhile decisions given a fixed distribution for future RFQs. However, in the bidding problem, there is an opportunity to alter the distributions of the RFQs that could become orders, namely by raising or lowering bids. In Botticelli, the probabilistic scheduling algorithm serves as a critical component for evaluating various bidding strategies. The algorithms presented here rely heavily on stochastic programming to handle uncertainty; however, there are other techniques, such as consensus [2] and POMDPs [8] , for coping with uncertainty, which may prove useful when the full TAC SCM problem (including procurement) is considered. 
